JW SEAGON MARINE POLICY

JWS MARINE
For anyone working within the marine and shipping industry, it’s vital that
your insurance policy is tailored to the unique demands of your business.
With JWS Marine, you can focus on running your business knowing that your cover is
comprehensive and cost-effective. And as the plan is brought to you by JW Seagon in

partnership with Lloyd’s of London, you can be certain it’s one of the most reliable and
reputable insurance products on the market.

Plan highlights
1.	Fully compliant with new local Marine requirements of local Insurer, but with
Lloyds wording

2. Covers Air & Sea cargo from or to anywhere in the World
3.	Can incorporate inland transits to avoid duplication of separate Goods in
Transit cover

4.	Policy can be arranged on an ‘Open’ basis and premiums can be paid annually
and adjusted or on an ‘as and when’ basis

5.	Choose value to be insured, Cost, CIF, Sales Price, etc. Total flexibility
6.	Storage as part of transportation included as standard, but can be extended to
permanent storage risk

7. All types of cargo can be catered for
8. Certificates arranged for you to comply with local import/export legislation

Why JW Seagon & Company?
JW Seagon has grown a lot over the years. Our roots go
back to 1958 and we’ve been helping people protect the
things they care about ever since. We now work closely
with insurance partners all over the world to provide

you with the best products for your health, home, travel,
finances and business.

The benefit of experience is that we understand the

market better than most. And because we work that little
bit harder to find the right solutions, we have earned an

impressive reputation for expert advice, exceptional service
and excellent value for money.

To receive a quote for JWS Marine or for more information
call +254

(0)709 455 026 quoting ref 95622

email pink@jwseagon.com

www.jwseagon.com

